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Progress in the measurement of Rb since last year’s Moriond meeting is reviewed and
compared with the previous results. The stated precisions have improved somewhat.
The previous combined result, Rb = 0.2202 –  0.0016 seemed to be in disagreement
with the Electro-weak prediction of Rb = 0.2158 –  0.0003. The more recent
measurements find Rb = 0.2165 –  0.0012, in agreement with the theory.
31. The interest in Rb in the frame of the electro-weak theory
Rb is defined as the fraction of hadronic Z decays to b-quarks. In line with this
definition, the experimental results are corrected by +0.0003 to account for the
contribution of photon exchange. The theoretical interest is that Rb, except for trivial
factors depending on the quark electric charges and a small phase space correction, is
just the contribution to the radiative correction at the Z vertex, which is dominated by
top quark exchange, and therefore much bigger, by the square of the Kobayshi-
Maskawa matrix elements. The expected vertex contribution to Rb is GF/(2Ö 2p 2)mtop2,
~ – 0.0025, or roughly 1.2%.
2. The experimental problem
Compared to the measurements of the effects of radiative corrections in the case
of several other parameters, for instance the total width of the Z or the asymmetries in
the leptonic Z-decay, Rb poses an experimental problem which makes the interesting
precision much more difficult to obtain. This is the problem of the identification of the
b-flavour decay with adequate precision in both the efficiency as well as the purity of
the selection. At first glance, the decays of the Z into the various quark flavours look
alike. In the earliest years, flavour identification was attempted on the basis of leptons
with large momentum and transverse momentum, but the precision achieved in these
first attempts1) in 1990–1992 was only of the order of five to ten per cent, clearly
inadequate to learn about the radiative corrections.
An important advance was the invention of the hemisphere method: the event is
divided into two hemispheres by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis, and flavour
tagging is independently performed in each half. Using the two experimental rates, that
of the hemisphere tags:
Ns = 2NT(Rbe b + Rce c + Rxe x); x = u,d,s; Rx = (1 – Rb – Rc)
as well as that of doubly tagged events:
Nd = NT[Rbe b2(1+r b) + Rce c2(1+r c) + Rxe x2(1+ r x)]
the tagging efficiency as well as Rb are determined experimentally, with consequent
elimination of the largest systematic error. This is not without some price, the statistical
error increases and the three hemisphere-hemisphere correlations r b, r c and r x must
now be calculated. The errors in Rb due to the uncertainties in these are however in
general much smaller than that due to e b, and for the background contributions, since
these are multiplied by the squares of the small background efficiencies, they are
negligible. This permitted a reduction in the error in Rb to about three percent2).
4A second important experimental advance at LEP was the introduction in 1991 of
silicon microstrip vertex detectors. This permitted the tagging of the b flavour on the
basis of the relatively long lifetime of the b as well as its larger mass, so that the
reconstructed tracks from the b decay are more likely to miss the primary vertex
significantly and secondary vertices can often be reconstructed. This has made it
possible to reach the percent level of precision3–5).
One of the most difficult tasks in the measurement of Rb has been the assignment
of the systematic errors. These all can be referred to the systematic and statistical
inadequacies of the Monte Carlo simulation which is needed to calculate the background
efficiencies as well as the correlations. The systematic errors can be grouped into three
classes:
i)  Inadequacy in the simulation of the tracking or other detector properties.
ii) Uncertainties in the physical parameters entering the simulation, such as B and
D hadron branching ratios, lifetimes and decay modes, quark pair production by gluons,
and others.
iii) Hemisphere-hemisphere correlations in the production of the B hadrons.
Of these three, the error consequent to ii) is fairly straight forward to assign. This
is far from true for the other two sources of error. The most problematical error
assignment is that due to the correlation.
3. Review of the four dominant experiments before the summer of 1996
i) The first ALEPH analysis using a lifetime tag3) was based on the 0.7M hadronic
events obtained in 1992, of which one-half survived the event selection requirements.
The hemisphere b-tag required “impact parameter significance”, that is essentially the
product of the distances of the reconstructed tracks from a reconstructed interaction
vertex divided by their respective errors, to be less than 10–4. The tag efficiency was
26% with a purity of 96%. The result was:
Rb = 0.2195 –  0.0022(stat) –  0.0026(syst) – 0.081(Rc – 0.172). ALEPH3)
ii) The OPAL collaboration4) used a Hemisphere tag consisting of either a
secondary vertex whose distance from the reconstructed interaction vertex was in
excess of 8 standard deviations, or an identified electron of p > 2 GeV and pt >1.1
GeV, or a muon with p > 3 GeV and pt > 1.2 GeV. The resultant tag had an efficiency
for b flavour of 23% with a purity of 94.3%. The analysis is based on 1992–1994 data,
with 1.5M hadronic events retained after event selection. The result was:
Rb = 0.2200 –  0.0014(stat) –  0.0022(syst) – 0.107(Rc – 0.172). OPAL4)
iii) The DELPHI collaboration combined the results of three different analyses5),
based respectively on a lifetime hemisphere tag, a “mixed” tag, lifetime on one side and
lepton on the other, and a “multivariate analysis”. All are based on 1991–1993 data.
5The lifetime tag was constructed similarly to that of ALEPH, gave a b efficiency of
21% and a purity of 91%, and yielded:
Rb = 0.2222 –  0.0018(stat) –  0.0028(syst) – 0.128(Rc – 0.172).
The lepton in the mixed tag was required to have tranverse momentum
pt >1.5 GeV. The lifetime tag was as above, the lepton tag overall efficiency and purity
were approximately 6% and 81% respectively, with the result:
Rb = 0.2236 –  0.0029(stat) –  0.0035(syst) – 0.087(Rc – 0.172).
In the DELPHI multivariate analysis, 6 mutually exclusive hemisphere tags are
created on the basis of several lifetime and eventshape hemisphere properties. The
hemispheres are at first classified into more b-like, or more c-like or more x-like
(x = u,d, or s). The b-like hemispheres are then further divided into three tags of
comparable numbers each, according to the quality of the b-likeness, the more x-like
are split into two classes, the c-like are left alone. In this way, all hemispheres are
tagged one way or another. There are then 20 independent measured rates of differently
tagged hemispheres and doubly tagged events. These are used to determine Rb as well
as the 15 independent efficiencies. The correlations are calculated on the basis of Monte
Carlo. An additional effort is made to measure the b-flavour efficiencies of the tags by
measuring the rates of the doubles of the different tags with an increasingly purified b-
tag on the other side, as function of the purity of the latter. The result is:
Rb = 0.2197 –  0.0032(stat) –  0.0022(syst) – 0.028 (Rc – 0.172).
The three results are combined by DELPHI to give the overall result:
Rb = 0.2216 –  0.0016(stat) –  0.0021(syst) – 0.087 (Rc – 0.172). DELPHI5)
iv) With respect to the LEP detectors, the SLD collaboration at SLAC has the
advantage of more precise vertex tagging, for three reasons: 1. the vertex detectors are
closer to the interaction point by a factor of about two, given the smaller diameter of
the beam pipe, 2. it uses CCD devices, somewhat more precise than the LEP silicon
strip detectors, and 3. the SLC beam spot is considerably smaller than that of LEP. On
the other hand it pays the price of substantially poorer rates. SLD uses a lifetime tag
based on a reconstructed secondary vertex, and requires in addition that the tracks
associated with this vertex have an invariant mass, together with the transverse
momentum imbalace, of more than 2 GeV. The result given at the 1996 Moriond
meeting6),with the very high b-hemisphere efficiency of 37% and a purity of 97.5%,
was:
Rb = 0.2179 –  0.0033(stat) –  0.0017(syst) – 0.054(Rc – 0.172). SLC7)
6The b-flavour selection of each of these four latest and most precise results which
were available at the time of the 1996 Moriond meeting is dominated by some lifetime
based tag. The combined result was:
Rb = 0.2201 –  0.0017 – 0.087(Rc – 0.172). Combined
(The LEP Electro-weak working group, in its compilations also includes the earlier, less
accurate determinations based on lepton and event shape identification which are
deliberately left out in the above compilation. It obtained at the time:
Rb = 0.2202 –  0.0016. LEP E-W working group, winter 19967)
4. Rb measurements since the spring of 1996
i) ALEPH has presented two new analyses8,9), each based on all its LEP1 data, the
years ’92–’95, some 4M hadronic Z-decays, roughly 5.5 times the number used in the
previous analysis4) which was based on ’92 data alone. The first analysis is similar to
the former, but with two major improvements: 1. the lifetime significance of each track
is calculated with respect to a reconstructed interaction point. In the original analysis, a
common, event interaction vertex was used. This is now replaced by separately
reconstructed hemisphere vertices, in order to remove the consequent correlations, and
especially the errors which should be attributed to these, and 2. the lifetime tag purity
has been improved by including also information on the invariant mass of the significant
tracks. The tag performance can be seen from Fig. 1. The analysis is based on the
2.3M events with thrust axis |cosq | < 0.7. With the chosen cut of 1.9 the b-flavour
acceptance is 23% with a purity of 97.8%. The result is:
Rb = 0.2167 –  0.0011(stat) –  0.0013(syst) – 0.037(Rb – 0.172).
The second new ALEPH analysis9) is unfortunately more complicated, so will
require a longer description. It is based on five, mutually exclusive hemisphere tags:
Q is the lifetime-mass tag of the previous paper, with somewhat harder cut and
therefore less efficient but more pure.
S is a b selection tag based on lifetime-mass as well as event shape criteria.
L is a b selection tag based on identified electrons and muons with momentum
greater than 3 GeV and transverse momentum greater than 1.4 GeV.
C selects c quarks on the basis of lifetime-mass, lifetime-rapidity as well as neural
net event shape-lifetime information.
X selects u,d, and s quark Z-decays on the basis of lifetime and neural net event
shape information.
There are 20 measured rates: 5 hemisphere tag rates and 15 doubly tagged event
rates:
7NsI = 2NT(Rbe bI + Rce cI + Rxe xI); x = u,d,s; Rx = (1 – Rb – Rc), and

























Figure 1: Background efficiencies as function of b quark selection efficiency of the
ALEPH lifetime-mass tag.
There are now 62 parameters: Rb, Rc, the 3· 5 = 15 efficiencies and the
3· 5· (5+1)/2 = 45 correlations.
The experimental rates are used to measure Rb and thirteen of the fifteen
efficiencies. The background efficiencies for the Q tag cannot be fitted effectively; this
is related to the key role of this very pure tag. e cQ, e xQ as well as all correlations are
therefore obtained using Monte Carlo. Rc is taken from the E-W theory to be 0.172.
Given 20 experimental data and 14 fitted parameters, there are 6 constraints which
serve as test of some aspects of the systematics.
The quality of the result obviously depends crucially on the efficiencies and
purities of the 5 tags. The lifetime-mass selction (Q tag) has been tightened with
respect to the single tag analysis to 2.1 to improve the purity. The efficiencies and
purities for the five tags are given below:



























With an efficiency of 20% and purity of 98.6%, the Q tag is the most powerful.
The other tags are much less pure, however their background efficiencies are
experimentally determined. The most unsatisfactory tag is the C tag, which tags more
light quarks than c’s. It’s improvement would yield corresponding improvement in the
precision of the method, however c flavour isolation with good efficiency and purity is
a well known problem.
Not all double rates have equal importance in the determination of Rb, some are
created more equal than others. This is reflected in the impacts of the corresponding
correlations. The impact of a correlation is defined as the relative error in Rb per unit
error in the correlation: 1/Rb· dRb/dr . In the single tag analysis, the impact of r b is
unity. In the five tag analysis only ten of the 45 correlations have impacts in excess of


















































The analysis is dominated by the Q and S tags.
With a somewhat tighter event selection than the single tag analysis, with thrust
angle |cosq | < 0.65, and a selection against events with excessive gluon radiation with
the requirement y3 < 0.2, 2.06M events are retained, and the following singles and
doubles rates are observed:
9NQ = 96
504
NS = 100266 NL = 33973 NC = 265994 NX = 243002
NQQ = 1
6715
NQS = 30138 NQL = 8098 NQC = 4331 NQX = 504
NSS = 13980 NSL = 7534 NSC = 5838 NSX = 1480
NLL = 1097 NLC = 2570 NLX = 1079
NCC = 20123 NCX = 32293
NXX= 18947
The fit, with c 2 = 8.1 for the 6 degrees of freedom, yields:
Rb = 0.2159 –  .0009(stat) –  0.0011(syst) – 0.019(Rc – 0.172) ALEPH9)
The weak dependence on Rc reflects the purity of the dominant b tag. The two
new ALEPH results are very correlated; the 5 tag result in first approximation contains
the information of the single tag result, and so is considered also to be the combined
result. It should be noted that the new result also contains the data of the previous
ALEPH publication and so supersedes the latter. It may be of interest to note that when
the 1992 data alone are now analysed with the new algorithm, the new result differs
negligibly from the old one.
ii) OPAL has now finalised10)  the previously preliminary result4), still based on
’92–’94 data and with the same mixed tag. The main changes in the analysis concern
the value assigned to the correlation. Unlike the  more straightforward method used in
the other analyses cited here, in which the correlation is calculated in an overall way on
the basis of the Monte Carlo simulation, OPAL tries to understand the contributions to
the correlation of the various factors, such as the orientation of the thrust axis of the
events, or the effect of the common primary vertex, or the effect of gluon radiation,
etc., and to add these up. The tag efficiencies and purities are 25% and 95%
respectively. The new OPAL result is:
Rb = 0.2178 –  0.0014(stat) – 0.0017(syst) – 0.105(Rc – 0.172). OPAL10)
iii) DELPHI has a new preliminary result11) based on 1994 data (the published
results use ’91–’93 data). The new analysis also uses a different tagging technique than
previously. The new tag, similar to the secondary vertex tag of OPAL, is based on the
identification of a secondary vertex in the hemisphere, and the distance of this vertex
from a primary vertex, in units of the error in this distance. The tag achieves an
efficiency for b selection of 17% with a purity of 92%. The new DELPHI result is:
Rb = 0.2179 –  0.0028(stat) –  0.0027(syst) – 0.17(Rc – 0.172). DELPHI11)
iv) The new SLD “final” result presented to the conference12) includes now also
the ’95 data. The tag is the same as that used for the previous result based on ’93-’94
10
data, but a new, more precise vertex detector with larger angular coverage has been
installed, and will permit even higher purity in the future. Figure 2 shows the flavour
separation which is achieved with the new detector. For the present analysis the
efficiency is 35% and the purity 98%, giving the new value of Rb:
Rb = 0.2152 –  0.0034(stat) –  0.0016(syst) – 0.036(Rc – 0.172). SLD12)
If the four new results since the 1996 Moriond meeting are combined, then:
Rb = 0.2165 –  0.0012 – 0.087(Rc – 0.172). 4 new results combined
11
The new result is in agreement with the expectation of the electro-weak theory:
Rb = 0.2158 –  0.0003. electro-weak theory
It may be remarked that the new results replace all of the old results given in Section 3
with the exception of that of DELPHI5).
Figure 3 shows the results obtained before last years’s Moriond meeting as well as































Figure 2: Efficiencies for b, c, and uds flavours as function of the invariant mass






































Figure 3: Measurements of Rb, before and after the spring of 1996.
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